When was the first commercial oil well built in California?

A. 1876  
B. 1849  
C. 1848  
D. 1920  
E. 1929

The correct answer is A, 1876. Boodt

True or False? The reason the movie industry moved to Los Angeles is because that's where all the celebrities lived.

False. There were patent issues in New York, the climate was mild, and there were lots of different terrain to film there or near there. Boodt

True or False: The depression ended because of the gearing up for WW2. True Daso

True or False: California leads the nation in fruit crops. True Daso


The answer is C. Fotinakes

1) Yankee ships brought news and trade. 
   True. Fotinakes

2) Who was not a legendary fur trader? 
   A) Jedediah Smith  
   B) William Wolfskill  
   C) Robert Smith  
   D) John Fremont  
   E) None of the Above
   The answer is C. Fotinakes

Lecture 16

1) The people who made the most money during the Gold Rush were the ones digging, not selling supplies. 
   False. The opposite is true. Fotinakes

2) The Gold Rush caused: 
   A) people to come to West  
   B) Railroad Development  
   C) Increase in service industries  
   D) Increase in agriculture  
   E) All of the above
   The answer is E. Fotinakes

Lecture 17
1) In 1870's California was 2nd in nation in wheat production.
   True. Fotinakes

2) Which did not contribute to the growth and diversity of farming in California?
   A) Varied Climate
   B) Varied soil conditions
   C) Irrigation
   D) Native American help
   E) All contributed
   The answer is D. Fotinakes

Lecture 18

1) Migration is the movement into a state.
   False. It is the movement into or OUT of a state. Fotinakes

2) Population prefers to live near the __________, so __________ counties have grown __________ than __________ counties in LA.
   A) Coastal
   B) Inland
   C) Ocean
   D) Faster
   The correct order is C, A, D, B. Fotinakes

What were the two major influences to shift CA population to SoCal in the early 1900's?
A. Railroad Industry
B. Oil Industry
C. Car Manufacturing
D. Movie Industry
E. All of the Above          Answers: B and D Moe.

True or False: Californians were dry land farmers (no irrigation) before the Mormons settled in Southern California. True. Moe.

California is ___ in wheat production.
   a. 1st
   b. 2nd
   c. 3rd
   d. 5th
   e. 6th
   ANS- b. 2nd Matt Ocampo

Who taught the Californai farmers irrigation the mid 1850's?
   a. Catholics
   b. Jews
   c. Christians
   d. Mormons
   e. Japanese
   ANS- d. Mormons Matt Ocampo

The movie industry began in NORCAL.
   ANS- False it was created in SOCAL. Matt Ocampo

New York was the self proclaimed movie capital of the world.
   ANS- False Hollywood is the self proclaimed movie capital of the world. Matt Ocampo
Lecture 14:
1. The Mexican period in California was from 1836-1852.
False- it was from 1821-1848. Ludington
2. Out of all of the Spanish Settlements in California, which kind was most successful?
   a) pueblos
   b) missions
   c) presidios
   d) canneries
   e) none of the above
   b- Ludington

Lecture 15:
1. John C. Freemont hauled a 220 pound cannon with him on his expedition.
   True- Ludington
2. What was the first Alta California city to fall into America's hands?
   a) Sacramento
   b) Monterey
   c) San Francisco
   d) Sonoma
   e) Mariposa
   d- Ludington

Lecture 16:
1. California was adopted to the Union in the same year that the Gold Rush was discovered.
   False- California was adopted into the Union in 1850, which was two years after the Gold Rush was discovered. Ludington
2. What contributed to the decline of the Native American population?
   a) alcohol
   b) measles
   c) bullets
   d) culture shock
   e) all of the above
   e- Ludington

Lecture 17:
1. Oil was first used for carosine light and it replaced the use of whale oil.
   True- Ludington
2. Which people were the ones who really made the money out of the Gold Rush?
   a) miners
   b) merchants
   c) doctors
   d) tailors
   e) none of the above
   b- Ludington

Lecture 18:
1. Women predominate in large metropolitan areas.
   True- Ludington
2. What is responsible for the decline in rural farm population?
   a) most of state land is being bought for urban development
   b) the desire to have stores easily accessible
   c) rapid growth of cities
   d) technology
   e) all of the above
   d- Ludington
Lecture 18

1.) Demography is the study of population.
   True. Fotinakes

2.) California has everything BUT:
   A. highest crime rate
   B. highest divorce rate
   C. highest venereal disease rate
   D. largest alcoholic population
   E. All of the above
   The answer is E. Fotinakes

Lecture 19

1.) Riparian Rights is based on a first come first serve basis.
   False. It is based on sharing. Fotinakes

2.) Which of these is not a water law?
   A. Prior Appropriation
   B. Undeclared Rights
   C. California Doctrine
   D. Riparian Rights
   E. Correlative Rights
   The answer is B. Undeclared Rights is not a water law. Fotinakes

Drought is determined by what?
A) dry land
B) no water
C) supply and demand
D) attached ran
E) none of them
Answer is C) Supply and Demand Svee

The water law is important in California.
Answer is true Svee

The development of railroads caused a population bloom.
Answer is true Svee

Population growths depends on:
A) Age, Sex, Race, and Ethnicity
B) Water,temp,heat
C)weather, oceans, deserts
D)density,county, theft
E)all of the above
Answer is A)Age ,Sex, Race, and Ethnicity Svee

What treaty guarantees protection with the land grants,and the rancheros?
A) treaty of people
B)treaty of Guadalupe
C)treaty of pairs
D)treaty of Cold rush
E) None of the above
Answer is B) treaty of Guadalupe Svee
The first railroads were not safe. Answer is false they were safe. Svee

When was the peak of gold production?
A) 1852
B) 1569
C) 1990
D) 1850
E) 1798
Answer is 1852 Svee

California with the result of gold did not change the political, economic, and social climates. Answers is false Svee

1) Demography is the study of population. True Daso
2) __A__ is to move in and out. a. migration b. natural change c. demography d. population a. Daso
3) Water law refers to who owns water. True Daso
4) __A__ means to share and came from the english common law. It works well when there's enough to share. a. Repairing rights b. correlative rights c. irrigation d. population a. daso

The majority of California's water source lies in the north and is needed more in the south of the state. TRUE Matt Ocampo

A good amount of LA's water source come from where?
a. AMerican river.
b. Owens Valley
c. Salton sea
d. Tahoe
e. Mendocino Coast
ANS b. Owens Valley Matt Ocampo

The LA Aqueduct costed?
a. 25 million
b. 20 million
c. 50 million
d. 10 million
e. 100 million
ANS a. 25 million MAtt Ocampo

It took 3 years to build the LA Aqueduct. False it took 5. Matt Ocsmpo

Class 22

Farmers use what percentage of the water in California?

A. 50%
B. 12%
C. 30%
D. 85%
E. 3%

The correct answer is D, 85%. Boodt
True or False? The drain for the water from Owens Valley leads into the Salton Sea.

False, they never finished the drain. Boodt

Class 21

True or False? Demography is the study of population.

True. Boodt

Which of the water laws deals with ground water?

A. Riparian Rights  
B. Prior Appropriation  
C. Correlated Rights

The correct answer is C. Correlated Rights. Boodt

Lecture 16 - 10/30/07
1. True or False: Commercial oil production in California didn't start until the 1920's.
Answer: False. In 1876, Pico Canyon became the first commercial oil well in California. Boutelle

2. Because of the availability of fuel in California, what became the unofficial state emblem? (one correct answer)
A) The tractor  
B) The airplane  
C) The motorcycle  
D) The Car  
E) The Boat
Answer: D. The car  
Boutelle

Lecture 17 11/1/07
1. True or False: The Shasta Dam was built with private funding to ensure water rights to the surrounding populace.
Answer: False. The Shasta Dam was funded by the Federal Government and water rights were given to the Federal Government. Boutelle

2. During World War 2, over crowding at the Naval training facilities in the Great Lakes led to a new Navy training camp in what California city? (one correct answer)
A) Modesto  
B) San Juan Bautista  
C) Mendocino  
D) Riverside  
E) San Diego
Answer: E. San Diego  
Boutelle

Lecture 18 11/6/07
1. True or False: 1 of every 8 Americans are Californians
Answer: True  
Boutelle
2. Outside of the Navajo reservation, the largest population of Native Americans reside in what California city? (one correct answer)
   A) Los Angeles
   B) Oxnard
   C) Sacramento
   D) Petaluma
   E) Eureka
   Answer: A. Los Angeles
Boutelle

Lecture 19 11/8/07
1. True or False: The Salton Sea is the largest inland body of water in California.
   Answer: True
Boutelle

2. Under the California Water Code, the highest priority for water use was: (one correct answer)
   A) Irrigation
   B) Domestic use
   C) Selling water to other states
   D) Water slide parks
   E) None of the above
   Answer: B. Domestic Use
Boutelle

Lecture 20 - 11/13/07
1. True or False: The dam at Hetch Hetchy is the largest dam in California.
   Answer: False. Oroville dam is the largest dam in the state.
Boutelle

2. What is the longest river in California? (one correct answer)
   A) The San Lorenzo River
   B) The Sacramento River
   C) The California Aqua duct
   D) The American River
   E) The San Joaquin River
   Answer: C. The California Aqua duct
Boutelle

Lecture 19:
1. Almost all of California's native water is located in the southern part of the state and must be transported by canals and pipes to the north where much of the population is concentrated.
   False- most of California's native water is in the northern part of the state and must be transported to the south. Ludington
2. What made domestic use of water first priority in the state of California?
   a) The California Doctrine
   b) The California Review of Native Water
   c) The California Water Review of 1928
   d) The 1928 amendment to the California Constitution
   e) The California Water Code
   e- Ludington

Lecture 20:
1. In 1913, the Department of the Interior granted approval to dam the Hetch Hetchy Valley for domestic water use.
   True- Ludington
2. What were some outcomes of the Central Valley Water Project?
a) water for agriculture, industry, and domestic use
b) improved navigation on the Sacramento River
c) flood control
d) hydroelectric power
e) all of the above
e- Ludington

Questions
1) The first commercial oil well in California was used to supply
   A) oil for gasoline
   B) oil for lamps
   C) oil for engines
   D) None of above
The answer is B Tyler Dutton

2) The first automobiles in California arrived in the 1920’s, ever since then the population has continually
   been rising.
The answer is TRUE Tyler Dutton

3) The “Tide Lands Act” allowed
   A) People to buy beach front property
   B) protection of the tide pools
   C) companies to drill for oil off the coast of California
   D) A, B
The answer is C Tyler Dutton

4) The movie industry caused a huge explosion of jobs in Hollywood because of how many different kinds
   of people are required to make a movie.
The answer is TRUE Tyler Dutton

5) In California their were _____ interment camps for the Japanese Americans during WWII.
   A) 5
   B) 10
   C) 2
   D) 4
The answer is C Tyler Dutton

6) 110,000 Japanese American citizens were relocated in California.
The answer is TRUE Tyler Dutton

7) A bunch of people of common cultural heritage all living in the same area of a city is known as_____.
   A) Ghetto
   B) Gang Town
   C) City
   D) Slum
The answer is A Tyler Dutton

8) California has the best higher education system in the country.
The answer is TRUE Tyler Dutton

9) To be able to have rights to water is known as_____.
   A) Corralated Rights
   B) Human Rights
   C) Freedom
   D) Justice
The Answer is A Tyler Dutton

10) The California Water Doctrine states that the highest priority for water use is Agriculture. The answer is FALSE, the highest priority for water use is to the people of California. Tyler Dutton

1) An Okey is anyone displaced from the farm looking for work. True/False True Cook
2) 120,000 ________ people on the west coast were placed into internment camps during WWII
   A) Germans  B) Italians  C) Australians D) Japanese E) Chinese
   The correct answer is D Cook

1) Demography is the study of natural resources. True/False False, it is the study of populations Cook
2) What is the divorce rate in the united states?
   A) one in two  B) one in three  C) two in three D) one in four  E) No divorce rate
   The correct answer is B Cook

1) Drought is a place where the amount of water does not meet the demand. True/False True Cook
2) The Los Angeles aqueduct is approximately ______ miles long. A) 25,000  B) 2,500  C) 250  D) 25  E) Was never built
   The correct answer is C Cook

1) All water from the state water project goes straight to Los Angeles and never goes to any other county. True/False False, most is currently sold to the south western corner of the central valley Cook
2) 350,000 gallons of water is called a(n) ______. A) irrigation  B) Acer of water  C) Acer-Foot of water  D) Central water project  E) State water project
   The correct answer is C Cook

10-11-07

1. What makes sin different places different? A) temperature B) money C) culture D) elevation E) none of the above Ans C knoll
2. Culture has no written rules? T or F Ans True knoll

10-16-07

1. In California's case, the sequence of occupancy was, native american, spanish crown, mexican period, and americans? T or F Ans True knoll
2. Russians sold out to John Sutter in 1841? T or F Ans True knoll

11-1-07

1. Demography is the statistical study of populations? T or F Ans True knoll
2. In 1920 the population shifted from the san francisco area to the ___ area? A) montery B) hollister C) santa cruz D) l.a. E) sacramento Ans D knoll

11-6-07

1. Migration is the movement in or out of a state? T or F Ans True knoll
2. 1 in ___ Americans are Californians? A)2 B)11 C)20 D)8 E)none of the above Ans D) knoll

11-8-07

1. Where is the water in California? A)all over B)hollister C)there is none D)mostly in the north E)none of the above Ans D) knoll

2. Grandfather clause state recognized and honor water rights already in use? T or F Ans True knoll

11-13-07

1. The Salton Sea was accidentally made by man in? A)2000 B)1905 C)1930 D)1850 E)1987 Ans B) knoll

2. Without water L.A. = semi desert? T or F Ans True knoll

1. 85% of water used in California is for agriculture. True-Burke

1. Native water comes from
   A.Dams
   B.Snow
   C.Rain
   D.Reserviors
   E.None of the above

Answer:B+C Burke

2. A mineral brought everyone to California. True- Burke

2. California ranks 2 in the states for it's harvest of:
   A.Fish
   B.Wheat
   C.Fur
   D.Vegetables
   E.Tabacco

Answer:A Burke

3. Cultural geography studies the natural aspects that a culture relies on. False-Modifications Burke

3. Culture is based on
   A.Parents
   B.Siblings
   C.Society
   D.Peers
   E.All of the above

Answer:E Burke

4. Native Americans did not need to travel much because there was a plentiful amount of food. True- Burke

4. Among Native Americans in California there were ___ variety's of dilect.
   A.10
   B.135
   C.75
   D.250
   E.None of the above

Answer: B Burke

5. The Russians brought many deadly diseases that killed Native Americans. False-Spanish Burke

5. Among the diseases that killed Native Americans, the worst was:
   A.Smallpox
   B.Flu
C. Malaria
D. Cold
E. None of the above.
Answer: A  Burke

6. The westerlies blew ships to California when crossing the Pacific. True- Burke
6. missions were created along the Camino Real.
   A. 50
   B. 15
   C. 21
   D. 29
   E. 100
Answer: C  Burke

7. Missions were not self sustaining units. False- They were. Burke
7. People were migrating to California by
   A. 1849
   B. 1790
   C. 1820
   D. 1830
   E. 1840
Answer: E  Burke

8. Only people in the US were searching for the gold in California. False- people came from all over the world. Burke
8. John Freemont was known as a
   A. Land surveyor
   B. Pilot
   C. Sailor
   D. Pathfinder
   E. A+D
Answer: E  Burke

9. President Poult was an expansionist. True- Burke
9. In 1849 California name and boundaries were assigned in:
   A. SF
   B. Santa Barbara
   C. Monterey
   D. LA
   E. None of the above.
Answer: C  Burke

10. The gold rush didn't aspire any new development. False- railroad. Burke
10. Hollywood provided for many new jobs including:
   A. Carpenters
   B. Painters
   C. Plumbers
   D. Operators
   E. All of the above.
Answer: E  Burke

11. Demography is the study of population. True Burke
11. 1 out of every people in the US lives in California.
   A. 11
   B. 4
   C. 5
D.9
E. None of the above
Answer: E  Burke

12. Most of Californias water is located in the north east.  False- northwest  Burke
12. Great water projects in California were to provide water for:
A. LA and San Diego
B. SC and SF
C. SF and Orange County
D. LA and SF
E. All of the above
Answer: D  Burke

What are the three most wasteful to water?
A) alfalfa
B) cotton
C) irrigated crops
D) drinking it
E) abc
Answer is E. Svee

Sulfate did not mutate bird embryos.
Answer is false it did. Svee

1. California Doctrine was made in: C. 1928 - NADER

A. 1914
B. 1942
C. 1928
D. 1949
E. 1951

2. Water Weighs approximately eight pounds per gallon.  True- NADER

3. The Salton Sea was man made by an accident in 1905. True- NADER

4. Highest priority for water is for: A- NADER

A. domestic use
B. Showers
C. Animals
D. Lakes
E. Aqueducts

5. Migration is not the movement of people in or out of a place.  False, it is the movement of people...- NADER

6. Natural _______ is the difference between _______ & _______. D,A,B- NADER

A. Births
B. Land
C. Environment
D. Change
E. Deaths
1. What is the percentage of water used in CA for agriculture? (Bradberry)
   A. 50%
   B. 25%
   C. 90%
   D. 85%
   E. 15%
   Answer = D.

2. CA is the #1 producer of seafood in the USA. (Bradberry)
   T/F
   Answer = T.

3. Who got richest in the CA gold rush? (Bradberry)
   A. miners
   B. state
   C. merchants
   D. foreigners
   Answer = C. They provided all the tools.

4. T/F: Only 5 countries in the world have more cars than the Southern CA region. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

5. T/F: CA is #1 in lumber production in the USA. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T. CA is #3 behind OR and WA.

6. Culture is defined as learned behavior influenced by: (Bradberry)
   A. Parents, siblings
   B. peers
   C. school
   D. all of the above
   Answer = D.

7. T/F: Two things define and separate cultures: language and religion. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

8. T/F: A nation is a group of people with a common cultural heritage. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

9. T/F: A state is a political boundary. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

10. Who said this quote: "You must understand what culture is before you can understand how each group of people has affected California." (Bradberry)
    A. Bill Clinton
    B. Arnold Schwarzenegger
    C. Dave Balogh
    D. President G.W. Bush
    Answer = C.

11. Sequent Occupance is defined by: (Bradberry)
    A. environmental determinism
    B. cultural determinism
    C. both
    Answer = C.
12. T/F: Two Examples of Environmental Determinism are physical geography and climate. 
   (Bradberry) 
   Answer = T.

13. T/F: Two examples of Cultural Determinism are technology and people. (Bradberry) 
   Answer = T.

14. Which is not one of the 4 Major Cultures/Periods in the history of CA? (Bradberry) 
   A. American period 
   B. Mexican period 
   C. Canadian period 
   D. Native American period 
   E. Spanish Crown period 
   Answer = C.

15. T/F: "Garbology" is the study of garbage to understand people. (Bradberry) 
   Answer = T.

16. T/F: Sir Francis Drake named CA "New Elbion" (which is Celtic for "Britain") before it was ever established as a state. (Bradberry) 
   Answer = T.

17. How many different dialects existed in the Native American period of CA? (Bradberry) 
   A. 10 
   B. 50 
   C. 100 
   D. 135 
   Answer = D.

18. How many (estimated) Native Americans inhabited CA before Spain entered? (Bradberry) 
   A. 10,000 – 20,000 
   B. 40-50,000 
   C. 75-100,000 
   D. 130-300,000 
   E. 1 million 
   Answer = D.

19. T/F: In 1911, there were only 20,000 Native Americans left in CA. (Bradberry) 
   Answer = T.

20. Where was the highest density of Native Americans in CA? Bradberry) 
   A. inland areas 
   B. Sierra Nevada mountains 
   C. Lake Tahoe area 
   D. Coastal areas 
   Answer = D.

21. Who was the captain of the first European settlers in CA? (Bradberry) 
   A. Drake 
   B. Columbus 
   C. Cabrillo 
   D. Hughes 
   Answer = C.
22. Which was NOT one of the 3 different types of Spanish settlements in CA? (Bradberry)
   A. Suburbs
   B. Presidios
   C. Missions
   D. Pueblos
   Answer = A.

23. What was the ratio of male to female gold miners in CA? (Bradberry)
   A. 20 to 1
   B. 50 to 1
   C. 10 to 1
   D. 5 to 1
   Answer = C.

24. T/F: The "Modoc Wars" was the only real "war" with Native Americans in CA. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

25. What was the main form of transportation to overcome the isolation of CA? (Bradberry)
   A. airplanes
   B. horses
   C. steam trains
   D. blimps
   Answer = C.

26. T/F: The two main railroads connecting East and West USA were the SP (Southern Pacific) and the CP (Central Pacific). (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

27. T/F: The Central Pacific Railroad started in Sacramento and went east. (Bradberry)
   Answer = F. (The Southern Pacific did this).

28. Which of the following was not part of the "Big 4" in the Railroad Industry? (Bradberry)
   A. Rockefeller
   B. Hopkins
   C. Stanford
   D. Crocker
   E. Huntington
   Answer = A.

29. T/F: "Powder Monkeys" placed explosions to help build the railroads. (Bradberry)
   Answer = T.

30. When was the last spike hammered in connecting the SP and CP railroad lines? (Bradberry)
   A. July 4, 1776
   B. January 1, 1899
   C. February 15, 1848
   D. May 19, 1869
   Answer = D.

31. Which is not one of the 3 largest landowners in CA? (Bradberry)
   A. Microsoft
   B. Federal Government
   C. State Government
   D. SP Railroad
32. T/F: The 1955 Tidelands Act allowed oil exploration in CA. (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

33. Which was not one of the problems for farming in the 1920's? (Bradberry)
A. Tractors
B. Bulldozers
C. The Depression
D. Water and drought
Answer = D.

34. Where was Charles Lindbergh's famous plane "Spirit of St. Louis" built? (Bradberry)
A. St. Louis
B. San Francisco
C. San Diego
D. Washington, D.C.
Answer = C.

35. How many Japanese internment camps were in CA during WWII? (Bradberry)
A. 5
B. 10
C. 8
D. 2
Answer = 2 (Manzanar and Tooley Lake).

36. T/F: The Aerospace Industry was a huge part of the CA economy after WWII? (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

37. T/F: Eisenhower coined the phrase "Military Industrial Complex." (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

38. In what year did Chuck Yeager break the sound barrier in CA? (Bradberry)
A. 1914
B. 1939
C. 1944
D. 1947
Answer = D.

39. T/F: 1 out of every 8 people in the USA live in CA. (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

40. T/F: The 1920's saw a major shift from rural to urban living in CA. (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

41. T/F: The quote "How you gonna keep 'em down on the farm after they've seen Paris?" refers to Hollywood movie industry growing in CA. (Bradberry)
Answer = F. Refers to the major changes in farming mechanization and urbanization

42. T/F: The 3 types of water laws in CA are: Prior Appropriation "First come first served" Rights, Riparian "sharing" rights, and Correlative Rights. (Bradberry)
Answer = T.
43. T/F: Mark Twain said "In the West whiskey is for drinking and water is for fighting over." (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

44. San Francisco's water comes from: (Bradberry)
A. Sacramento River
B. Oroville Dam
C. Hetch Hetchy
D. Hoover Dam
Answer = C.

45. T/F: Water weighs 8 ½ pounds per gallon. (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

46. Which is NOT a high water crop that uses 2x the water of all CA citizens? (Bradberry)
A. Alfalfa
B. Lettuce
C. Cotton
D. Irrigated Pastureland
Answer = B.

47. How many gallons of water are in one acre foot? (Bradberry)
A. 10,000
B. 50,000
C. 325,000
D. 500,000
Answer = C.

48. Who wrote the book "Cadillac Desert"? (Bradberry)
A. Rachel Carson
B. Mark Twain
C. Mark Reisner
D. Stephen King
Answer = C.

49. What percentage of the CA population is employed as farmers? (Bradberry)
A. 10
B. 5
C. 2
D. 25
Answer = C.

50. T/F: Salt and selenium are 2 major problems with the water and soil issues in CA. (Bradberry)
Answer = T.

Tues 6th

1.) Today people describe their commute in _____ instead of_____.
   a. miles, landmarks       d. hours, miles
   b. miles, hours
   c. distance, form of transportation.
   ANSWER: D. hours and miles.   Chapman

2.) The population mobility in California is low. True or False?
   ANSWER: False. The mobility rate in California is high.   Chapman
Thurs. 8th

1.) The east side of L.A drink water from the Colorado River and the west side part drinks Sierra Nevada water. True or False?
ANSWER: True Chapman

2.) What keeps the Salton Sea alive as well as destroys it?
   a. Toxic rain   d. tourism
   b. Rivers       c. all of the above
   c. Agriculture
ANSWER: c. Agriculture Chapman

Tues 13th

1.) What is one of the largest earth and rock filled dam?
   a. Shasta Dam   d. Oroville dam
   b. Trinity Dam  c. non of the above
   c. Hoover Dam
ANSWER: c. Hoover Dam

2.) California has the most advanced water delivery system in the world. True or False
ANSWER: True Chapman

1. T/F:
   Q: Water weighs 8 1/2 pounds per gallon.
   A: true

2. Q: Water flowing east of Yosemite ends up in:
   a) San Francisco Bay
   b) Los Angeles
   c) Santa Cruz County
   d) Salt Lake City

   A: b) Los Angeles

From: Jessica Saatdjian

-------------------------------------------------------

1. T/F:
   Q: New migrants to California often settle in the Bay Area first.
   A: False. New immigrants tend to stop off in Southern California first.

2. Q: In the early 20th century, who migrated to Los Angeles with the intent of getting as far away from New York as possible?
   a) Ex-Mafia gangsters
   b) Movie directors evading patent enforcement
   c) East coast convicts
   d) Surfers

From: Jessica Saatdjian
1) The California State Water Project and the State Water Project come from the same dam. 
   False. They come from different dams. Fotinakes

2) Which is not one of California's great water projects?
   A) The Central Valley Project
   B) State Water Project
   C) Sacramento Water Project
   D) L.A. Aqueduct
   E) All are water projects
   The answer is C. It is not a water project of California. Fotinakes